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20 November 2017 
 
Dear Frank Ondrus, HOPE Inc. (Australia)  
 
Recognition of lifetime contribution towards Sustainable Development Goals  
 
I write to congratulate you on being unanimously decided by a panel of 8 committee members (SDG team) from 
United Nations Association Queensland, to be recognised as an inaugural Unsung Hero for the Sustainable 
Development Goal themes in 2017.  
 
UNAAQ has a long history of community awards where everyday people achieve extraordinary things by 
providing positive impacts for many vulnerable peoples, sensitive environments and intricate systems in which 
we live.  A copy of last year’s UNAAQ community champions are attached for your information.  
 
In 2017, we are transitioning as a result of international reforms and local evolutions, necessary to tackle 
emerging issues and complex problems facing our decisions for the future for planetary wellbeing. So, this 
means that UNAAQ roles are becoming evident in every one of the seventeen sustainable development goals, 
and at the intersection of (1) Safer world - UN Declaration 1946; (2) Fairer world - Human Rights Declaration of 
1948; and (3) Sustainable World - Earth Charter of 2002.    However, from the complex set directions, law, 
indicators and performance targets emerge 4 themes that acknowledge your lifelong contribution:  

1. Human Rights suite: SDG 1,2,3,4,5,6  

2. New Economy suite: 7,8,9,10,11,12  

3. Environmental Stewardship suite: 13,14,15  

4. Governance suite: 16 & 17  

You have been nominated for proper recognition as a champion. We invite you to be our guest on this special 
day (11 December 11.30 until 3.30 pm @ Treasury Heritage Hotel 130 William St Brisbane).   
 
We ask you to speak for 5 minutes during the proceedings to provide inspiration and your formulae for 
resilience during your lifetime contribution to a better world.  The SDG panel is compiling a booklet containing 
highlights of your life.  We seek your feedback on those draft words mindful of the word-count for the printed 
booklet. Furthermore, we wish to capture your spoken words on video and ask that you grant permission to film, 
edit and show on u-tube on our national website.   
 
Thank you for your selfless leadership.  Congratulations and we look forward to enjoying this special event 
together. Should you have any concerns please contact me anytime on 0432 978 230. 
 
Yours faithfully,  

 

 
Donnell Davis, President – UNAA Qld  

 


